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ABSTRACT: We report on the new Ruddlesden−Popper (RP)
oxyfluoride La2NiO2.5F3 containing an unprecedented high amount
of fluorine and Ni2+. This oxyfluoride was prepared by top-
ochemical low-temperature fluorination of La2NiO4, which was
obtained by a soft chemistry synthesis, with poly(vinylidene
difluoride) (PVDF) as fluorinating agent. La2NiO2.5F3 is the first n
= 1 RP compound crystallizing in the tetragonal space group P42/
nnm (a = 5.7297(6) Å and c = 13.0106(2) Å). The crystal
structure shows a unique tilting scheme of the NiO4F2 octahedra
that has so far been only theoretically predicted. Combined
neutron and X-ray powder diffraction experiments together with
bond-valence-sum and DFT+U calculations reveal an unusual
anion ordering with fluoride being located on the apical anion sites
of the NiO4F2 octahedra. Excess fluorine ions were found to populate two of the four interstitial anion sites in an ordered fashion. A
third interstitial anion position is occupied by oxygen ions while the fourth site remains unoccupied. This hitherto unobserved
ordering scenario in RP oxyfluorides promotes a strong layerwise alternating tilting of the NiO4F2 octahedra. Magnetic
measurements show strong antiferromagnetic interactions with a high Neél temperature of about 225 K and a pronounced ZFC/FC
splitting most likely as the result of a small ferromagnetic moment arising from spin canting. The electronic structure was
characterized by DFT and UV−vis spectroscopy, and a strong increase of Eg was found compared to La2NiO4 (3.4 eV vs 1.3 eV).

■ INTRODUCTION

Ruddlesden−Popper (RP) oxides with the general formula
An+1BnO3n+1 (with A being a large, low-charge cation and B
being a small cation with usually higher charge) are known for
their vast variety of physical properties like high ionic
transport,1,2 photocatalytic activity,3−7 ferroelectricity8,9 or
unusual magnetism.10−13 The most prominent example of
this family is perhaps La2−xBaxCuO4, found to be super-
conducting in 1987 by Bednorz and Müller,14 leading to the
discovery of superconductivity above the boiling of nitrogen in
YBa2Cu3O7−x.

15 Cationic substitutions have widely been used
to tailor the physical properties of RP oxides. An alternative
method is the partial anionic substitution of oxygen with N3−,
X− (X = halogen), or H−, resulting in the corresponding
oxynitrides,4,16 -halides,17−23 and -hydrides.24−26 The n = 1 RP
compounds (A2BX4) adopt the K2NiF4 structure, which can be
described as perovskite layers (ABX3), with apical (X1) and
equatorial (X2) anion sites. These layers are separated by AX1
rock salt layers. In these AX1 layers it is possible to insert up to
two additional anions (X3) per formula unit that are occupying
tetrahedral sites. Thus, three different anion positions exist in
the highest symmetric space group I4/mmm.

The approach of interlayer anionic insertion has widely been
used in the synthesis of n = 1 RP oxyfluorides in which parts of
the fluoride ions are often found to occupy the interstitial
anion sites, resulting in a strong elongation of the long axis (c
in the case of I4/mmm). Different ordering scenarios have
been observed depending on the fluoride/oxygen content. The
first RP oxyfluoride reported was K2NbO3F,

27 for which
anionic disorder on the apical sites (X1) was reported. For
Sr2FeO3F, on the other hand, the fluoride ions replace only
one of the apical oxygen atoms, resulting in a highly increased
Fe−F bond length and in turn a quasi square-pyramidal
coordination of Fe.28 When two oxygen ions per formula are
replaced by F−, a fluoride occupation of the interstitial sites
(X3) always occurs, leading to the T′-RP structure type as in
Nd2CuO4. Examples are Ba2PdO2F2

29,30 and Sr2CuO2F2.
31 In

compounds containing more than four anions, the X3 position
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has to be occupied. In the case of LaSrMnO4F2−x these
interstitial sites are occupied only by fluoride ions, resulting in
a strong elongation of c from 13.12 to 15.36 Å.32 Higher
fluorinated compounds with 2−4 oxygen atoms per formula
unit and O + F ≥ 4 exhibit both apical and interstitial site
occupation by fluoride ions (e.g., Ba2ZrO3F2,

33 Sr2TiO3F2,
34

and La2CoO4F1.2
35). For almost all compounds with interstitial

site occupation a strong elongation of the longest axis is
observed.
In a recent study Wissel et al.36 reported on the oxyfluoride

La2NiO3F2 obtained from topochemical fluorination of
La2NiO4 with poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF). Surpris-
ingly, for La2NiO3F2 almost no elongation of the long axis was
found. Instead, a new ordering scenario occurred with a strong
orthorhombic distortion as the result of an apical fluoride
anion ordering. This arrangement leads to a pronounced tilting
of the NiO4F2 octahedra accompanied by the formation of
alternating narrow and wide channels in the interlayers with
the wide channel containing interstitial oxygen ions. In a
subsequent study Wissel et al. reported on topochemical
defluorination of La2NiO3F2, leading to the first Ni-containing
T′ Ruddlesden−Popper oxyfluoride La2NiO3F.

37 Additionally,
it was found that during the electrochemical oxidation of
La2NiO3F2 a monoclinic La2NiO3F3

38 is formed. These
impressive results demonstrate the wide chemical and
structural flexibility of the La2Ni(O,F)4+x system.
In this study, we describe the successful synthesis of the new

highly fluorinated oxyfluoride La2NiO2.5F3 via topochemical
low-temperature fluorination using PVDF and starting from
La2NiO4+d obtained by a citrate-assisted soft-chemistry syn-
thesis as a reactive precursor oxide. In situ XRD measurements
were used to optimize the synthesis conditions to obtain the
phase pure metastable product. The structure of this new
compound was solved by joint Rietveld refinements against X-
ray and time-of-flight (TOF) neutron powder diffraction data
combined with bond valence sum (BVS) and DFT+U
calculations. We demonstrate that La2NiO2.5F3 is the first n
= 1 RP compound to crystallize in space group P42/nnm as the
result of an unusual anionic ordering. In this structure, 3/4 of
the X3 interlayer positions are occupied by either O2− or F−.
This unprecedented interstitial ordering scenario results in
almost no expansion of the c-axis, and in contrast to
La2NiO3F2, no orthorhombic distortion of the ab-plane is
observed either. Instead, a tetragonal unit cell was found with a
strong alternating tilting of the NiO4F2 octahedra in
neighboring perovskite layers. Furthermore, a novel anionic
ordering was observed with the NiO4F2 octahedra containing
apical fluorine and equatorial oxygen ions. Half of the
interstitial sites are occupied by fluorine, 1/4 are occupied
by oxygen ions, and 1/4 remain empty. La2NiO2.5F3 exhibits a
very high magnetic ordering temperature of TN = 225 K, while
for La2NiO3F2 TN only amounts to 49 K. Below 225 K,
La2NiO2.5F3 shows a complex temperature-dependent mag-
netic behavior in which the antiferromagnetic ordering is
accompanied by a small ferromagnetic component most
probably due to spin canting.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. The precursor La2NiO4 was synthesized using a citric

acid complexation method.39 Stoichiometric amounts of La2O3
(Merck) previously dried at 900 °C for 10 h and Ni(acetate)
(Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in a small amount of distilled water
with a few drops of concentrated HNO3. Citric acid in a molar ratio of

1:3 (metal ions to citric acid) was added while stirring. The solution
was then dried on a hot plate at 100 °C until the formation of a gel.
This gel was further heated to 350 °C, leading to an ignition of the
dried gel. The resulting powder was subsequently calcinated at 1050
°C for 10 h. Topochemical fluorination was performed by mixing the
precursor oxide and poly(vinylidene difluoride) (CH2CF2)n (PVDF;
Alfa Aesar) in a 1:1.5 molar ratio of oxide to CH2CF2 using a small
excess of 2% polymer. The mixture was then heated to 370 °C for 10
h and afterwards quenched to room temperature to obtain
La2NiO2.5F3.

Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
recorded in the angular range of 5°−75° 2θ on a STOE STADI-
MP diffractometer in transmission geometry with monochromatic
Mo-Kα1 radiation and a DETECTRIS MYTHEN 1K detector. The
same diffractometer was used for the acquisition of high-temperature
XRD data using a STOE capillary furnace. The sample was heated to
370 °C and every 20 min a pattern was recorded in the 2θ range of
10°−45° for 10 min total acquisition time.

Time-of-flight (TOF) powder neutron diffraction (NPD) data
were recorded on POWGEN40 at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. About 1.5 g of the
powdered sample was loaded in a cylindrical vanadium container with
6 mm diameter. Data were collected at 300 K in the high-resolution
setting using two different incident neutron bandwidth centers of
0.800 and 2.665 Å until a cumulated proton charge of 12.3 C (∼2.5
h) or 7.5 C (∼1.5 h) was reached. Data reduction was performed
using the MANTID suite of the diffraction utilities.41

Joint Rietveld refinements of XRD and TOF ND data were
performed using the GSAS II42 software. Instrumental resolution
parameters for the XRD pattern were refined against a LaB6 reference
scan. The peak shape of the TOF data was fitted in a preliminary
Pawley refinement and was then fixed for the subsequent Rietveld
refinement.

For magnetic measurements, the ACMS magnetometer option of a
Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS-9)
was used. Powder samples were loaded in a gelatin capsule and
mounted at the end of a plastic straw. Temperature-dependent
magnetic moments were measured in the range 5−350 K with various
fields from 0.01 to 9 T applying zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-
cooled (FC) conditions. Prior to the scans, the superconducting
magnet was set from 2 T to zero in oscillating mode to avoid any
trapped flux. Field-dependent measurements were performed at
different temperatures between 5 and 300 K. Full hysteresis loops
were obtained in the range +5 to −5 T. The measured magnetic
moments were corrected for the diamagnetic moments of the involved
ions43 and the sample holder.

The fluorine content was determined by the ion-sensitive electrode
technique (ISE). In a 100 mL PMP volumetric flask ∼10 mg of the
samples was dissolved in 10 mL of concentrated hydrochloric acid.
Afterwards, the pH was adjusted to ∼6 with NaOH solution, 10 mL
of TISAB-III solution (Metrohm) was added, and the flask was
topped with demineralized water. The standard addition method was
applied to obtain the fluoride concentration. Two aliquots of 40 mL
sample solution were used, and standard addition was performed by
adding 1 mL of a F− standard solution (1 g/L). The measurements
were repeated for three independent solutions, resulting in six
measurements per sample.

The reaction product was checked for remaining PVDF (or
decomposition products of this polymer) by ATR-FT infrared
spectroscopy (Bruker Alpha) in the range 4000−400 cm−1 and by
thermogravimetry (TG) (Netzsch STA 449) with coupled mass
spectrometry (MS) (IPI ESD100). In the thermoanalytical inves-
tigation, a small aliquot of ca. 15 mg was heated in flowing oxygen (50
mL min−1) with 10 °C min−1 to 1200 °C. The IR spectrum of the
oxyfluoride is shown in Figure S4. Clearly, no peaks pointing to the
presence of organic components can be seen. In addition, the TG
investigations (not shown) showed no significant weight loss below
the decomposition temperature of the oxyfluoride, and in the MS no
signals for CO2, CO, or any fluorine-containing compounds could be
detected, either.
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The La and Ni contents were quantified by X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy (XRF) (Panalytical Epsilon 4) and atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS) (Agilent AA 280FS equipped with a SIPS20
automatic dilution unit). The XRF analysis was performed based on
the fundamental parameter method, and for AAS the standard
addition method was used, in which well-defined amounts of either
Ni- or La-standard solution (ROTH, ROTIStar 1000 mg/L) were
added. The obtained La/Ni ratios of 2.1(1) (XRF) and 2.03(7)
(AAS) are very close to the nominal value of 2.
Iodometric titration was used for the determination of the average

Ni oxidation states in La2NiO4+d and La2NiO2.5F3. About 35 mg of the
samples was dissolved in concentrated HCl containing a KI excess.
For titration a 0.005 M Na2S2O3 solution was used. The oxidation
state was averaged from three independent measurements per sample.
In addition, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measure-

ments for probing the surface oxidation state of Ni were carried out. A
DAR 400 X-ray source (Omicron) with Al Kα radiation (1486 eV,
250 W) and a hemispherical energy analyzer (EA 125x m Omicron)
were used. Overview scans were collected with 100 eV pass energy
and a 1 eV step size. For detail scans of the C 1s, O 1s, F 1s, and Ni
2p/La 3d regions 30 eV pass energy and 0.1 eV step size were applied.
The energy was calibrated against the C 1s signal of the carbon tape
and analyzed by using the program Casa XPS.
DFT+U calculations were performed by using density-functional

theory with the projector augmented wave method as implemented in
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).44−46 The plane wave
cutoff was set to 520 eV, and Γ-centered k-grids with a density of
1000 k-points per reciprocal atom for the geometry optimization and
1200 for the band structure calculation were used. The geometries
were optimized until all forces were smaller than 5 meV/Å. For the Ni
3d states, a U value of 6.2 eV was applied in the PBE+U calculations.
ATAT47 was used to perform an exhaustive permutation of oxygen
and fluorine atoms in the equatorial sites of the Ni-centered octahedra
and the interstitial sites.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural and Compositional Characterization of
La2NiO2.5F3. Fluorination of La2NiO4 with PVDF in a ratio
of La2NiO4+d/CH2CF2 (PVDF) 1:1.5 was investigated for
different precursor oxides, obtained either from a solid state
reaction of the mixed oxides or from citrate synthesis. We
found that the successful formation of La2NiO2.5F3 strongly
depends on the used precursor. Fluorination of solid state
oxides fired at 1100−1200 °C did not result in the formation
of La2NiO3F2 and LaF3/LaOF as observed by Wissel et al.36

Instead, mixtures of the title compound, unidentified side
products, and LaOF were obtained. By use of in situ XRD, in
combination with the more reactive La2NiO4 precursor from
citrate synthesis, optimized reaction conditions were estab-
lished with special attention being paid to dwell time and
temperature.
The chemical anion composition of the obtained product

was confirmed by iodometric titration, XPS, and fluoride
analysis using a F− ion sensitive electrode (ISE). With ISE the
F− content was determined for different batches to be in the
region of 2.97−3.01 F− per formula unit. This value shows that
the entire amount of fluorine in the polymer (1:1.5 ratio
oxide/CH2CF2) is incorporated in the reaction product.
Iodometric titration was applied to determine the bulk
oxidation state of nickel in our new oxyfluoride. The titration
was performed for different samples of the starting oxide,
La2NiO3F2, and the new oxyfluoride, La2NiO2.5F3. For all
samples the average oxidation state was found to be near Ni2+

(+2.01(2) for La2NiO4, +2.06(2) for La2NiO3F2, and +2.03(2)
for La2NiO2.5F3, respectively). Based on these measurements,
sizable amounts of Ni3+ can be excluded in the bulk material.

For analyzing the surface oxidation state additional XPS
spectra were recorded (Figure S1). Fits of the heavily
overlapping Ni 2p and La 3d peaks hint to the presence of
small amounts of Ni3+ together with a majority of Ni2+ at the
surface of the sample. This is expected for nickel-containing
oxides and results from surface oxidation by air. It is to be
noted, though, that the information gained from XPS
measurement is limited because of the strong peak overlap.
The Ni 3p peak was not investigated because of its bad
resolution and a charge-driven shift. Based on our measure-
ments, the presence of Ni3+ in the bulk material can be ruled
out, and only a partial formation occurs at the surface. This
agrees well with the results of magnetization measurements
(see below) where no hint of Ni3+ was found, either. As the Ni
oxidation state is +2 and the fluoride content is three, an
oxygen content of 2.5 per formula unit can be derived; that is,
the total stoichiometry is La2NiO2.5F3. This composition was
verified in the NP Rietveld refinements discussed below.

As can be seen in the isothermal in situ XRD patterns
recorded at 370 °C (Figure 1b), the fluorination of La2NiO4
already starts before reaching the reaction temperature of 370
°C and proceeds through different intermediates (more clearly
visible in the inset, which shows the angular range of the
strongest peaks). The first intermediate is most probably a
partially fluorinated, orthorhombic La2NiO4Fx (Fmmm) that
has been previously reported by Hancock and Slater,19 as
indicated by the splitting of the (110) reflection at ∼15° into
(200) and (020). The second intermediate is a monoclinic
distorted version of the I4/mmm cell with an increased c-axis as
indicated by strong shifting and splitting of the main reflection
at ∼14° 2θ into (113) and (−113). A detailed study of the

Figure 1. XRD patterns of La2NiO4, La2NiO3F2, and La2NiO2.5F3 (a)
and isothermal in situ XRD patterns of the reaction of La2NiO4 with
PVDF (La2NiO4/CH2CF2 1:1.5) at 370 °C (b).
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fluorination reaction exceeds the scope of this paper and will
therefore be published in a follow-up article based on neutron
powder diffraction and in situ XRD measurements.
After keeping a La2NiO4/PVDF mixture at 370 °C for 10 h

with subsequent quenching to room temperature, the highly
fluorinated single phase product La2NiO2.5F3 was obtained.
Figure 1a shows the diffraction patterns of the starting oxide
La2NiO4 (top) and the reaction product La2NiO2.5F3
(bottom). The pattern of La2NiO3F2

36 is shown in the middle
for comparison. We found that La2NiO2.5F3 could not be
prepared in high purity if La2NiO4 obtained from a classical
mixed oxide synthesis was used as precursor. Additionally,
longer dwell times led to a (partial) decomposition of
La2NiO2.5F3. Based on these findings, it is not surprising that
this compound has not been synthesized before. For
simplification, La2NiO3F2 will be denoted as 2F-oxyfluoride
in the following while for our new F-rich compound
La2NiO2.5F3 the short notation 3F-oxyfluoride will be used.
Comparing the XRD patterns of La2NiO2.5F3, La2NiO3F2,

and the precursor oxide La2NiO4, we can find significant
changes (Figure 1a). La2NiO4 crystallizes in the space group
I4/mmm, i.e., the archetypal n = 1 Ruddlesden−Popper
structure (a = 3.861 Å and c = 12.684 Å) as found in previous
works.48,49 The 2F-oxyfluoride exhibits the orthorhombic
space group Cccm with a distortion in the ab-plane (with
respect to the parent structure) as a result of channel-like
interstitial anion ordering (a = 12.835 Å, b = 5.7935 Å, and c =
5.4864 Å) as published by Wissel et al.36 In contrast to the 2F-
oxyfluoride, in La2NiO2.5F3 no obvious orthorhombic splitting
was found, pointing to a higher symmetric space group of than
Cccm. Initial fits of the pattern within the parent space group
I4/mmm with a = 4.048 Å and c = 13.022 Å were satisfactory
for the main reflections, but weaker reflections indicate a lower
symmetry and a = √2 × 4.052 Å, i.e., a doubling of the unit
cell volume. For a better understanding of the anionic
sublattice and to derive the F distribution, a joint Rietveld
refinement of XRD and TOF-NPD data was performed
(Figure 2). The presence of reflections like (212), (211), and
(105) (Figure 2c,d) in the ND patterns requires a primitive
unit cell.
Possible primitive tetragonal or orthorhombic space groups

were identified by Pawley refinements. No indications of an
orthorhombic splitting could be detected, indicating a
tetragonal unit cell. In the proceeding Rietveld refinements
all anions were first treated as oxygen because O and F have
nearly identical scattering lengths/atomic form factors and are
therefore indistinguishable both in neutron and X-ray
diffraction. The assignment of oxygen and fluorine to the
distinct sites was performed based on the analysis of the exact
bond distances with BVS calculations as will be discussed later.
The best fit was achieved with a tetragonal structure model

in the unusual space group P42/nnm (a = 5.7309(1) Å and c =
13.0148(2) Å) (Table 1). In this space group the equatorial
anion position ((1/2, 0, 0), 4c in I4/mmm) is split into two
different sites denoted in the following as O1 ((1/4, 1/4, 0),
4d) and O2 ((3/4, 1/4, z), 4g; origin choice 2). We found
strong layerwise octahedral rotation around the Ni−O1−Ni
axis according to the tilt system a−b0c0/b0a−c0 (in modified
Glazers notation) with a high tilting angle of the octahedral
plane by 10° resulting in a bond angle Ni−O2−Ni of 160°.
The dihedral angle F1−Ni−O1−Ni−F1 = 35° is very large
because of an additional octahedral distortion. Because of the
42 axis the strong tilt directions of the octahedral layers at z = 0

and z = 1/2 differ by 90° as seen in Figure 3 for projections
along [110] and [−110], respectively. La2NiO2.5F3 is the first n
= 1 RP compound exhibiting this kind of octahedra tilting that
was until now only theoretically predicted for n = odd RP
compounds by Aleksandrov et al.50 ((Φ00)(0Φ0) in their
notation).
Recently, Harada et al. predicted this symmetry for mixed

anionic n = 1 Ruddlesden−Popper compounds of A2BO3X
composition and with an apical anionic ordering but without
any occupancy of the interstitial anionic sites.51 In even-n RP
compounds, the a−b0c0/b0a−c0 tilting is possible only in the

Figure 2. Joint Rietveld refinement of La2NiO2.5F3 (space group: P42/
nnm) of POWGEN TOF data with 0.800 Å (a) and 2.665 Å (b)
center wavelength (CW) and Mo Kα1 XRD data (e). The enlarged
regions show the superstructure reflections, which are by far more
intense in NPD data (c) and (d) compared to XRD data (f) and (g).
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space group P42/mnm and has previously been observed for
the oxyfluoride YSr2Mn2O5.5F3.5 exhibiting fully occupied
interlayer anionic positions.52

To exclude a possible orthorhombic structure for
La2NiO2.5F3, additional fits in the translationengleiche ortho-
rhombic subgroup Pnnn were carried out. These refinements
gave slightly but not significantly better results, which is to be
expected as more fit parameters can be adjusted.
In P42/nnm the interlayer anion sites ((1/2, 0, 1/4); (4d) in

I4/mmm) are split into three independent crystallographic sites
with two different multiplicities, namely 2a (1/4, 3/4, 1/4), 2b
(3/4, 1/4, 1/4), and 4c (1/4, 1/4, 1/4). In the new 3F-
oxyfluoride two of these interstitial sites (4c and 2b) are fully
occupied, resulting in a total interlayer occupation of 3/4.
Based on the preliminary refinements of the atomic positions,
the formula La2Ni(O,F)5.5 was obtained. As described above,
fluoride analysis using the ion-sensitive electrode technique
confirmed the presence of three F− per formula unit, and the
iodometric titration revealed the oxidation of +2 for nickel.
Combining these results with the La/Ni = 2/1 stoichiometry
confirmed by XRF and AAS, the formula La2NiO2.5F3 for our
new fluorine-rich RP oxyfluoride follows. Different views of the
crystal structure are given in Figure 3 (the assignment of O and
F to the different anionic sites is discussed below).
Only a slight elongation of the c-axis is observed in

comparison to the starting oxide La2NiO4 (≈13.01 Å vs
≈12.68 Å53). This is a stronger increase than in the case of

La2NiO3F2 (a ≈ 12.83 Å36) but still much smaller than in
other RP oxyfluorides with interstitial anionic occupation (e.g.,
Ba2SnO2.5F3: 13.31 Å → 16.33 Å;54 Sr2TiO3F2: 12.63 Å →
15.53 Å;34 or Ba2ZrO3F2: 13.46 Å → 16.36 Å33). The rather
weak expansion of c for both the 2F- and the 3F-oxyfluoride is
the result of heavy tilting of the NiO4F2 octahedra. In the case
of La2NiO3F2 the tilting is uniaxial (a

−a−0/a−a−0), resulting in
a strong orthorhombic distortion of the ab-plane and the
formation of channels in the interstitial layer, i.e., rows of large
and occupied interstitial sites alternating with small and
unoccupied sites. In contrast, for La2NiO2.5F3 the additional
interstitial fluoride ions induce a different tilting scheme
a−b0c0/b0a−c0 without an orthorhombic distortion but a strong
increase of the a-axis compared to the parent oxide (aP42/nnm =
5.73 Å vs √2 aI4/mmm = 5.46 Å). Compared to the 2F-
oxyfluoride, similar values are found for bCccm (5.79 Å) while
cCccm = 5.49 Å is similar to La2NiO4.
The a−b0c0/b0a−c0 tilting in La2NiO2.5F3 has a strong impact

on the interlayer sites. Instead of forming channels housing the
interstitial anions, three larger interstitial sites and a fourth
significantly smaller one are formed. Comparing the volume of
the Dirichlet domain/Voronoi polyhedra for each interstitial
site as shown in Figure 4, the difference in size becomes
obvious. Whereas the three occupied sites (colored in red/
green) possess polyhedral volumes of 12.33 and 13.75 Å3 (4c
and 2b, respectively), which is in good agreement with the
value found in La2NiO3F2 (13.03 Å3), the volume of the

Table 1. Structural Parameters for Tetragonal La2NiO2.5F3 Obtained by Coupled Rietveld Refinement of X-ray and Neutron
Diffraction Data (Space Group P42/nnm; Origin Choice 2)

atom Wyckoff site x/a y/b z/c occ Uiso (Å
2)

La 8m −0.00841(9) 0.00841(9) 0.36118(4) 1 0.0102(1)
Ni 4f 0 0 0 1 0.0059(1)
O1equ @X1a 4d 1/4 1/4 0 1 0.0125(4)
O2equ @X1b 4g 3/4 1/4 0.02676(17) 1 0.0100(5)
F1ap @X2 8m 0.07717(17) −0.07717(17) 0.15605(14) 1 0.0225(4)
F2int @X3a 4c 1/4 1/4 1/4 1 0.0174(5)
O3int @X3b 2b 3/4 1/4 1/4 1 0.0079(6)

a = 5.7309(1) Å c = 13.0148(2) Å V = 427.44(1) Å3

Rw = 5.642 χ2(NPD+XRD) = 4.69 GOF = 2.17

Figure 3. Crystal structure of La2NiO2.5F3 viewed along [100], [110], and [−110] with OX1a/b−FX2−FX3a−OX3b anion arrangement as derived from
BVS and DFT calculations.
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unoccupied site (not shown) only amounts to 7.89 Å3 (2a),
which is below the volume of both F− and O2− ions (9.6 and
11.0 Å3). An ordered 3/4 interlayer occupation is therefore
possible with O2− most probably being located on the 2b site
because of the larger ionic radius compared to F− (1.38 Å vs
1.32 Å55 assuming 4-fold La3+ coordination). The other
tetragonal space group proposed by Harada et al. permitting
this kind of alternating octahedral rotations is P42/ncm.
Refinements in this space group led to significantly worse fits
because of the different multiplicities (4b and 4e) of the
interstitial anion sites, which allow only half or fully occupied
interlayer positions.
Selected bond distances for La2NiO4, La2NiO3F2, and

La2NiO2.5F3 are listed in Table 2. Comparing these distances,

an interesting trend is observed: With increasing fluorine
content the apical anionic distance Ni1−X2 decreases from
2.242 Å to 2.160 Å finally to 2.125 Å whereas the equatorial
distance increases (from 1.934 Å to 2.008 Å to 2.056/2.026 Å).
This finding is rather unexpected because in other RP
oxyfluorides apical ordering of F− results in a strong increase
of the metal−F bond length.
The assignment of oxide and fluoride ions to the different

crystallographic sites was done based on bond valence sum
(BVS) calculations as in previous studies.20,36 Different anionic
distributions were tested, and selected bond valence sums are
listed in Table 3. As an additional parameter, the global

instability index (GII) is given as an estimate of the
configuration stability, where a lower GII points to a more
stable configuration.56 The highest GII values were found for
configurations in which F− occupies solely one or both of the
equatorial positionsa configuration which has never been
observed in RP oxyfluorides. The most stable configuration
(GII = 17.5) was found with oxygen occupying the equatorial
positions (X1a/X1b) and fluorine occupying the apical
position X2 of the Ni(O,F)6 octahedra like it has been
observed for La2NiO3F2. The additional fluoride in the 3F
compound occupies half of the interstitial positions X3a, and
oxygen is located at X3b. Other possible scenarios were
obtained by placing fluoride at X1a and oxygen on the X3a site
with a GII of 19.4 or by the partial occupation of X1a and X3a
by oxygen and fluorine, leading to GII = 21.7. In both
scenarios fluoride has higher BVS values than for the initially
described one (1.33 vs 1.24), making them less likely. Other
scenarios with different permutations were also tested but
resulted in higher GIIs and unreasonable BVS values, making
them very unlikely.

Figure 4. Plots of the Dirichlet domains around X3 for La2NiO2.5F3
(a) (view along [100] and [120] in comparison to La2NiO3F2 (b)
(view along [001] and [012]).

Table 2. Selected Bond Lengths for La2NiO4, La2NiO3F2,
and La2NiO2.5F3

bond distance (Å)

La2NiO4
49 La2NiO3F2

36 La2NiO2.5F3

La−X1 2.610 [4x] 2.539(2) [2x] 2.4416(2) [1x]
2.813(2) [2x] 2.7154(4) [2x]

3.0047(5) [1x]
La−X2 2.329 [1x] 2.356(2) [1x] 2.5293(11) [2x]

2.779 [4x] 2.602(2) [1x] 2.7576(18) [1x]
2.809(1) [2x]

La−X3 2.4718(8) [2x] 2.4346(4) [1x]
2.4909(4) [2x]

Ni−X1 1.934 [4x] 2.0076(2) [4x] 2.0558(4) [2x]
2.0263(1) [2x]

Ni−X2 2.242 [2x] 2.160(2) [2x] 2.1266(18) [2x]

Table 3. Results of BVS Calculations for Different
Distributions of O/F on the Anion Sites (Octahedron X1a,
X1b, and X2; Interlayer X3a and X3b)

O/F-distribution
bond valence
sum

global instability index
(GII)

OX1a-OX1b-Fx2-Fx3a-Ox3b La: 2.91 17.5
Ni: 1.89
Ox1a: 1.65
Ox1b: 1.87
Fx2: 0.98
Fx3a: 1.24
Ox3b: 2.00

FX1a-OX1b-Fx2-Ox3a-Ox3b La: 3.03 19.4
Ni: 1.79
Fx1a: 1.33
Ox3a: 1.70

OX1a-FX1b-Fx2-Ox3a-Ox3b La: 3.48 31.4
Ni: 1.79
Fx1b: 1.46

(O/F)X1a-(O/F)X1b-Fx2-Ox3a-Ox3b La: 3.01 25.6
Ni: 1.79

FX1a-FX1b-Ox2-Fx3a-Ox3b La: 2.90 37.1
Ni: 1.77
Ox2:1.27

OX1a-OX1b-Fx2-(O/F)x3a-Fx3b La: 2.88 25
Ni: 1.89

(O/F)X1a-OX1b-Fx2-(O/F)x3a-Ox3b La: 2.97 21.7
Ni: 1.84
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DFT+U Calculations. In recent times DFT calculations
have proven to be an excellent tool for confirming structural
investigations and for understanding anionic ordering scenar-
ios37,36 as well as predicting the electronic properties, for
example, of novel perovskite-related compounds.57−59 For
La2NiO2.5F3 different approaches were pursued. First, ab initio
structural predictions were performed based on the atomic
composition La4Ni2O5F6 and the cell parameters obtained
from XRD as the starting configuration. These calculations
gave the structure depicted in Figure S2 as the most stable
configuration. This structure is pretty close to the exper-
imentally found one, with the main difference being that the
equatorial oxygen at X1a is exchanged for the interlayer
fluoride at X3a. This anionic arrangement was also found for
the second most stable anionic configuration in BVS
calculations. The experimental configuration (Table 1) was
not found in these calculations because the ab initio structural
search was restricted to 17 atoms per unit cell (∼75000
different arrangements were found), while the experimental
structure contains 34 atoms in the unit cell.
In a second approach, the experimental structure was used

to examine all possible different anionic distributions for their
energetic stability with the overall anion composition being
fixed and with fluorine occupying the apical site X2. This
assignment was motivated by the very low BVS value for
oxygen at this position (Ox2 = 1.27). The energy differences
with respect to the OX1a-Ox1b-Fx2-Fx3a-Ox3b anionic arrange-
ment derived from Rietveld refinements and BVS calculation
were calculated for all possible distributions. The results for the
configurations with the lowest GII listed in Table 4 confirm
that the experimentally found configuration OX1a-Ox1b-Fx2-Fx3a-
Ox3b is indeed the most stable one.

In addition to the anionic distribution, energetic optimiza-
tion of the crystal parameters (unit cell parameters and atomic
positions) was performed with PBE+U, and the comparison
with the experimental data is given in Figure S2. It is evident
that the optimized structure is very close to the structure
obtained by Rietveld refinement with only slightly increased
(0.5−2%) unit cell parameters, which is a known effect in
DFT. These results are a good confirmation of the
experimentally derived structure.
Calculations of the magnetic properties gave an antiferro-

magnetic (AFM) ordering as ground state configuration in
agreement with the experimental results discussed later. The
exchange energy (ΔE = EAFM − EFM) was determined to be 51
meV. Additionally, these calculations gave a magnetic moment
of 1.76 μB localized on Ni, in accordance with the oxidation
state +2.

The band structures of the optimized La2NiO2.5F3 structure
are plotted in Figure 5 for two different functionals. An indirect
band gap was calculated using the PBE+U functional with a
value of 3.80 eV as shown in panel a). By use of the modified
Becke−Johnson functional,60,61 the gap is corrected to 3.20 eV
(see panel b). La2NiO4 and La2NiO3F2 appear black to the eye
(optical band gap of La2NiO4 1.31 eV

62), whereas La2NiO2.5F3
possesses a beige/grayish color (Figure 5c−e). An optical band
gap of 3.4 eV was determined by linear extrapolation of the
Tauc plot shown in Figure S3. This value agrees very well with
the band gap values from DFT calculations. Our results show
that excess fluorine insertion in the 3F oxyfluoride heavily
alters the electronic structure of La2NiO4 and also leads to
highly different electronic properties compared to La2NiO3F2.

Thermal Stability. As stated above and depicted in Figure
1b, La2NiO2.5F3 decomposes when kept at 370 °C for long
times. To further examine the thermal stability of this
compound, temperature-dependent XRD measurements up
to 500 °C were performed. The evolution of the diffraction
patterns is shown in Figure 6b as a pseudocolor plot. As can be
seen, La2NiO2.5F3 is short time stable up to almost 400 °C but
decomposes in the regime 400−450 °C. At 500 °C (Figure 6a)
diffraction peaks of an unknown tetragonal compound can be
found together with broad reflections of LaF3/LaOF.
This thermal behavior is quite different from the one of

La2NiO3F2
36 where at 500 °C only small amounts of LaF3/

LaOF are found, accompanied by a broadening of the
reflections of the main phase. We propose that for the 3F-
oxyfluoride thermal decomposition leads to the formation of
tetragonal La2−xNi(O,F)4±y with unknown La/O/F stoichiom-
etry. This compound further decomposes to La(O,F) with an
unspecified O:F ratio and NiO. This interpretation is based on

Table 4. Energies Obtained from DFT Calculations for
Different O/F Distributions at Equatorial and Interlayer
Sites for La2NiO2.5F3 with F Being Fixed to the Apical Site
(X2)

O/F distribution energy difference per atom (meV)

OX1a-Ox1b-Fx2-Fx3a-Ox3b 0
FX1a-OX1b-Fx2-Ox3a-Ox3b 49
OX1a-FX1b-Fx2-Ox3a-Ox3b 83
(O/F)X1a-(O/F)X1b-Fx2-Ox3a-Ox3b 47
OX1a-OX1b-Fx2-(O/F)x3a-Fx3b 13
(O/F)X1a-OX1b-Fx2-(O/F)x3a-Ox3b 9

Figure 5. Calculated band structures and PDOS of La2NiO2.5F3 from
PBE+U (a) and modified Becke−Johnson functionals (b). Photo-
graphs of powder specimens prepared by drying suspensions of
La2NiO4 (c), La2NiO3F2 (d), and La2NiO2.5F3 (e) on glass substrates.
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thermogravimetric experiments in air, N2, and N2/H2 that will
be reported in a separate paper. By refining the lattice
parameters of La2NiO2.5F3 at every temperature step, the
temperature-dependent evolution of the cell parameters a and
c was analyzed. The results are shown in Figure 6c−e. Thermal
expansion leads to an approximately linear increase of both
lattice parameters below the decomposition temperature. This
thermal expansion is strongly anisotropic with the relative
increase of c being much larger than the one of a (Figure 6c).
At 380 °C the relative increase of c is more than twice the one
of a (1.02% vs 0.41%). Above this temperature the value of
parameter a rapidly decreases, while c passes a small minimum
and then strongly increases. Using a tangent approach shown
in Figure 6d,e, we determined 380 °C to be the onset
temperature (Tonset) of the thermal decomposition. The rather
low thermal stability of La2NiO2.5F3 in combination with the
fact that it can only be synthesized from a soft-chemistry oxide
precursor may be the reason why the 3F-RP phase has not
been found in previous studies.36

Magnetic Properties. The temperature-dependent mag-
netization of La2NiO2.5F3 was recorded between 5 and 350 K
for various fields between 0.01 and 9 T in field-cooled (FC)
(Figure 7a) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC) mode (Figure 7b).
La2NiO2.5F3 shows a magnetic transition at TN ≈ 225 K with a
strong ZFC/FC splitting. While a maximum at 210 K is found

in the ZFC curve, a steplike strong increase at this temperature
is found in the FC data. At low fields (below ca. 1 T) in the FC
measurement a plateau is almost reached, while at higher fields
the susceptibility first becomes smaller and then reincreases to
lower temperatures (please note the logarithmic scale for χmol
in Figure 7a,b). The observed ZFC/FC splitting is strongest
for 0.01 T and becomes less pronounced with increasing
external fields but can still be found even at 9 T, as shown in
Figure 7c−e. A second magnetic transition occurs at about 125
K, resulting in a small cusp in the ZFC curve (most prominent
for external measuring fields below 1 T). In the FC curves this
transition results in a slight increase of the magnetic
susceptibility as it can best be seen in Figure 7d.
The change in susceptibility at 225 K could be due to either

a ferro- or ferrimagnetic transition, which can be distinguished
by the sign of the Weiss constant. Therefore, the inverse
susceptibility data plotted in Figure 7f was fitted according to
the Curie−Weiss law in the high-temperature regime between
300 and 350 K. The paramagnetic moment of 2.9 μB obtained
from this fit is in good agreement with the expected value for
two unpaired electrons, i.e., 2.83 μB, confirming the presence of
Ni2+. We have to acknowledge, though, that due to the limited
data range the value of μ is somewhat uncertain. The highly
negative Weiss constant of θ ≈ −1100 K indicates very strong
antiferromagnetic (AFM) interactions, which is in agreement
with the results of the DFT calculations discussed above and
also with the expectation from the Goodenough−Kanamori−
Anderson rules. The combination of a strong increase of the
magnetization at the ordering temperature and an antiferro-
magnetic interaction is the signature of a ferrimagnet, that is,
an antiferromagnet with an uncompensated ordered moment
that acts as an additional small ferromagnetic component.
From the low-temperature regime of the susceptibility
measured at 0.01 T, this uncompensated ferromagnetic
contribution can be estimated to be in the order of 10−3 μB
f.u.−1. This small value can be explained assuming a slight
canting of the antiferromagnetically ordered spin moments.
To gain a deeper insight into the magnetic behavior,

isothermal field-dependent magnetization measurements (M vs
B) were performed for different temperatures. The results are
depicted in Figure 7g for T = 210, 125, and 5 K in the range
±1 T. Additional plots of measurements at other temperatures
and the entire field range are given as Supporting Information.
At 300 K, the 3F-oxyfluoride is paramagnetic; therefore, the M
vs B measurement shows a linear behavior. The derived
susceptibility of 0.0126 × 10−6 m3 mol−1 agrees well with the
value derived from Figure 7a, where χmol amounts to 0.0124 ×
10−6 m3 mol−1 for B ≥ 0.5 T. At 210 K a clear hysteresis is
observed, confirming a ferromagnetic contribution. The
hysteresis is fairly small with a coercitivity of only 0.02 T
and a remanent magnetization of 0.0003 μB f.u.

−1. Saturation is
reached around 0.5 T. At higher fields a predominant linear
behavior occurs due to a paramagnetic contribution. In the
region of the additional magnetic ordering at 125 K the
hysteresis loop is strongly widened with an increased
coercitivity of 0.1 T and a remanent magnetization of 0.0004
μB f.u.

−1. Saturation is not reached even at 9 T, giving rise to an
open hysteresis loop. At 5 K the hysteresis becomes narrower
again in the low field region, but the loop does not close even
up to 9 T. As shown in the Supporting Information, this
behavior is found also for the other measurements below 210
K. For all temperatures a Curie−Weiss paramagnetic
contribution remains, resulting in a linear increase of M with

Figure 6. XRD of La2NiO2.5F3 recorded at 500 °C (a) and during
heating (b). Temperature evolution of lattice parameters a and c from
Rietveld refinements (c), (d), and (e).
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H. To derive values for the saturation magnetization of the
small ferromagnetic component and for the Curie−Weiss
contribution, a linear fit was applied to the high field region
and extrapolated to B = 0. The MS vs T data are plotted in
Figure S5. For the saturated moment a nonlinear increase from
0.0017 μB f.u.

−1 at 210 K to 0.0034 μB f.u.
−1 at 5 K was found

with the MS vs T data resembling the overall shape of the M vs
T data (MS 125 K: 0.0006 μB f.u.−1). This points to a
weakening of the ferromagnetic ordering between 210 and 50
K followed by a strengthening at lower temperatures.
We emphasize that the magnetic properties of La2NiO2.5F3

differ strongly from the ones of the parent oxide and the 2F-
oxyfluoride. The magnetic behavior of La2NiO4+δ heavily
depends on the oxygen stoichiometry.63 For stoichiometric
samples (δ = 0) a 3D-AFM ordering up to 300 K is reported.10

This ordering is less pronounced in samples with increased
oxygen content (δ > 0), resulting in a significant lowering of
the AFM ordering temperature to values below 100 K63 as
small amounts of oxygen on the interlayer positions weaken
the superexchange interactions between the perovskite layers.
The 2F-oxyfluoride (La2NiO3F2) exhibits AFM ordering only
below 49 K, and no ZFC/FC splitting was reported,36 pointing
to very weak Ni−F−F−Ni superexchange interactions between
the perovskite layers. Recently Wissel et al. observed a
strengthening of the 3D-AFM interactions with a rise of TN
from 49 K to >100 K for a monoclinic, partially defluorinated
La2NiO3F2 (La2NiO3F1.93). A possible reason for this
strengthening is a stronger Ni−F−Ni superexchange caused
by an additional Ni(OF)6 tilting.

37

Compared to the 2F-oxyfluoride, the additional fluorine
incorporation in La2NiO2.5F3 results in an increase of TN by
more than 150 K. A possible reason is a stronger super-

exchange interaction between neighboring perovskite layers
resulting from the heavily tilted Ni(OF)6 octahedra. For a
more detailed description of the complex magnetic structure of
La2NiO2.5F3 neutron diffraction experiments below TN are
required. These are planned for the near future.

■ CONCLUSION

The new Ruddlesden−Popper oxyfluoride La2NiO2.5F3 was
prepared by topochemical fluorination of a La2NiO4 precursor
from a soft-chemistry approach. La2NiO2.5F3 contains the
hitherto highest observed amount of fluorine per formula unit
while containing solely Ni2+. On the basis of refinements of
neutron and X-ray diffraction data, we demonstrated that this
compound is the first to adopt the tetragonal space group P42/
nnm resulting from a strong octahedral tilting in opposite
direction in neighboring perovskite layers and an ordered
occupation of the interlayer anionic sites. This tilting scheme
was until now only predicted theoretically and leads to a
weaker increase of the longest axis in comparison to other RP-
oxyfluorides. BVS and DFT calculations reveal a novel anion
ordering with a partial interlayer occupation by 2/4 F− and 1/4
O2−. Within the NiO4F2-octahedra fluorine is occupying the
apical octahedral positions whereas oxygen is located in the
equatorial positions. La2NiO2.5F3 is stable up to 380 °C and
has an optical band gap of 3.4 eV, which is significantly larger
than the ones of La2NiO3F2 and La2NiO4. The high fluorine
content results in a high magnetic ordering temperature of 225
K accompanied by a Weiss constant of θ ≈ −1100 K pointing
to very strong 3D-AFM interactions between the perovskite
layers. An additional small ferromagnetic moment most likely

Figure 7. Susceptibility vs temperature curves for La2NiO2.5F3 measured at different magnetic fields from 0.01 to 9 T in field-cooled (FC) (a) and
zero-field-cooled (ZFC) conditions (b). In (c), (d), and (e) FC and ZFC measurements for 0.01, 0.5, and 9 T are shown. The inverse susceptibility
at 9 T with a linear Curie−Weiss fit is shown in (f). Magnetization vs field curves at 5, 125, and 210 K (g).
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stems from spin canting and will be investigated in the near
future based on low-temperature neutron diffraction studies.
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